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ABSTRACT Environmental factors such as fog and haze affect the image quality and make it unsuitable
for automated systems, such as intelligent vehicles, surveillance, and outdoor object recognition, which
require images with clear visibility for processing and decisionmaking. In general, reconstruction of fog-free
image from a single input image is quite challenging. Dark channel prior (DCP) method is used to estimate
atmospheric light for the purpose of image defogging. This paper presents a DCP-based image defogging
methodwith improved transmissionmap to avoid blocking artifacts. The transmissionmaps are computed for
RGB and YCbCr color spaces. Three transmission maps for the R, G, and B channels are utilized to compute
a mean transmission map. In the YCbCr color space, Y channel is used to calculate the transmission map.
The two transmission maps are refined by preserving edge information for constructing two intermediate
images, which are assigned different weights to get the enhanced defogged output. The proposed method
is evaluated against the current state-of-the-art approaches, and the experimental results based on structural
similarity index, fog effect, anisotropic quality index and degradation score are calculated, which show that
the defogged images reconstructed using the proposed method achieved better results with lower fog effect,
similarity index, degradation score and higher quality index value. Reconstructed image has better contrast
and luminance which is perceptually more appealing to the human visual system.

INDEX TERMS Dark channel prior, image defogging, image reconstruction, transmission map, image
enhancement.

I. INTRODUCTION
The perceptual quality of outdoor scene images is important
for understanding and analyzing the environment to per-
form automated tasks such as navigation, object detection
and recognition. Scattering or absorption of light in adverse
weather due to fog and haze can greatly restrict the visi-
bility of outdoor scenes. Therefore, images taken in such
weather conditions suffer from lower contrast, faded col-
ors and luminance imbalance, resulting in objects far from
camera almost invisible. Fig. 1. illustrates the effect of fog
which diminishes the visibility in acquired images. It can
be seen that image degradation in such condition is due to
the reflection and absorption of light by the fog particles.
Since reduced visibility greatly effects the imaging systems,
automated methods to enhance visibility in foggy images
have become an area of interest for researchers. The fog effect
depends on the depth of the object in a scene, i.e., the objects
farther from the camera lose more information. The models

used to reconstruct enhanced images are categorized into two
types, physical and non-physical models [1]. Physical model
is designed for observing physical causes that degrade the
image and based on this model an inverse process is proposed
to reduce the degradation level [7]–[9]. Non-physical models
are based on image processing techniques that enhance the
image contrast and color reconstruction without taking into
consideration the factors which caused degradation [1].

Physical models offer the advantage of making local
repair according to mist concentration in local regions of
the image and offer good defogging results, as proposed
in [2]. Tan [3] divided the outdoor images taken in clear
weather, into small patches and calculated lowest intensi-
ties for each patch. The resultant channel is termed as the
Dark Channel, which is used as prior information to recon-
struct fog free images [1], [3], [4], [9]–[13]. A dark chan-
nel prior (DCP) based method consists of four steps, i.e.,
atmospheric light estimation, transmission map calculation,
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FIGURE 1. Image degradation phenomenon in the presence of fog
particles.

refinement of transmissionmap and reconstruction of fog free
image. The dark channel is used to estimate the atmospheric
light, the transmission map is the effect of fog on the object
which depends on the distance between object and the cam-
era, the transmission map is refined as discussed in section 3,
and the last step is the construction of fog free image. DCP
is effective for defogging based on the observation that foggy
images produce relatively higher intensities in the dark chan-
nel as compared to the clear images [4]. He et al. [1] observed
that the DCP based methods produce result with low bright-
ness, therefore, they proposed to increase the brightness of
input image first and then estimate atmospheric light. They
applied morphological operations to calculate fog density.
Kumari et al. [5] applied morphological operations on the
grayscale foggy image and then refined by utilizing guided
filter for correct estimation of the atmospheric light. DCP
method is applied to find the transmission map without any
preprocessing or post processing, which results in low inten-
sity and halo artifacts in the defogged image. In [6], quad-
tree decomposition and entropy-based weighted contextual
regularization is proposed and the brightest region of DCP
is used to estimate atmospheric light. Moreover, statistical
properties of input image are used to compute boundary con-
straints adaptively with a quad-tree decomposition to divide
foggy image into homogeneous patches. Meng et al. [7] pro-
posed a method in which boundary constraints are applied
on transmissionmap combinedwith contextual regularization
based on weighted norm. The geometric perspective of DCP
is utilized by applying boundary constraints in which each
pixel affected by fog is considered as part of atmospheric
light estimated from dark channel prior (DCP). Brightest
pixel from each channel of foggy image is selected, and
the fog free image is estimated by linear extrapolation of
atmospheric light and foggy image. Eight Kirsch operators
and a Laplacian operator are used for improving edges and
corners. Riaz et al. [8] observed that the patch size used for
the calculation of dark channel had a major effect on DCP
based method. They proposed an edge preserving method
with large window size and performed patch-wise maximum
operation after applying minimum operator to reduce haloes
in the output image. In [9], it was observed that DCP based
method is not valid for images containing bright regions

without adjusting the transmission map. For such images,
atmospheric light is estimated using two different methods.
For example, in images with significant sky region, they cal-
culated the histogram of dark channel and set a range of gray
levels which correspond to the sky region, and from this range
the most frequent gray values are used to estimate the value of
atmospheric light. DCP is then applied to estimate the atmo-
spheric light for the non-sky region. Fixed tolerance threshold
parameters K and α, alongwith the transmissionmap are used
to segment out sky region from the image. In [10], a parameter
K is proposed to distinguish the sky from the rest of the
image. The transmission map for sky is calculated separately,
in addition to the original transmission map for non-sky area.
It is observed that the low brightness in output image is due to
smaller values of the transmission map, hence the parameter
‘p’ ranging between 0.08 to 0.25 is added in the transmission
map. Deng et al. [11], proposed a method based on Fuzzy
Logic Controller (FLC) that automatically estimates a thresh-
old parameter to overcome the problem of bright region.
Chen and Sun [12] used an energy veil to implement a guided
filter. The energy veil is obtained by selecting the minimum
intensity value from the RGB channels of the foggy image.
The energy veil is then used to compute the illumination
veil which is the combination of atmospheric light and the
transmission map. Yao et al. [13] proposed a method based
on depth information of the neighboring pixels to reduce edge
halation. They observed that edge intensity in fog-free image
is always higher and the pixels present at one side of edge
have different depth field with respect to pixel present at
the other side of that edge. Atmospheric light is estimated
in two steps, first Gaussian blur is applied on the foggy
image, then RGB space image is converted into YIQ space
(Y represents luminance, I represents in-phase, Q represents
quadrature), and Y is referred to as atmospheric light. Edge
information is obtained by applying Sobel operator, and valid
edges are differentiated from noise using a threshold value.
Abbaspour et al. [14], employed a three step method based
on the theory of Koschmieder for atmospheric vision. Mor-
phological operators are applied to find the fog density at
different regions in the image. First a low pass filter is applied
to estimate the reference intensity, then logarithmic operator
is used to estimate target intensity model. A nonlinear trans-
mission operation based on exponential function is applied to
reconstruct the foggy region of image. The atmospheric veil is
obtained using the exponential behavior of atmospheric veil
and theDCP. Tarel and Hautiere [15] observed that twomajor
effects of fog on the images are image contrast and brightness.
They reported that image contrast is reduced due to exponen-
tial property of intrinsic luminance that reduces the object
visibility. Therefore, white balancing is performed before
applying defogging. They applied two constraints on physical
properties of image which assume that the atmospheric veil
is always positive and it cannot be greater than minimum
intensity of the foggy image. Yoon et al. [16] proposed a
defogging algorithm by applying DCP onYCbCr color space.
The transmission map is obtained from the regions with
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high frequency content and the smooth regions are ignored.
In [17], a tone mapping method based on image gradient
to defog images is proposed where the edge information is
obtained from foggy image for the estimation of transmission
map. A gradient based tone mapping algorithm is applied to
defog the image. It is observed that the atmospheric light
is not estimated correctly by DCP based methods, there-
fore depth information is obtained from edge detail to esti-
mate atmospheric light. Furthermore, the transmission map is
refined using soft matting operation to reduce edge halation.
According to He et al. [18] the computation of transmission
map is the most difficult step of the defogging algorithm.
There are three types of prior information i.e. global prior,
local prior and similarity prior that are mostly used to com-
pute the transmission map using two assumptions i.e., the
minimum value of scene radiance is 0 and depends on the
neighboring pixels whereas, the depth of all the pixel in one
patch is same and transmission map is consistent within the
patch. Lee et al. [19] studied four main steps of DCP in detail
and compared different defogging methods based on estima-
tion of atmospheric light, calculation of transmission map,
refinement of transmission map and reconstruction of image.
They proposed that the Gaussian filter and bilateral filters do
not require any guidance signal, whereas the soft matting pro-
cess, cross-bilateral filter and guided filter require a guidance
signal to refine transmission map. Tang et al. [20] proposed
binary tree method to estimate atmospheric light. They set
a parameter to divide image into two parts dark region and
the bright region, and separately calculated transmissivity
for both parts. Then they refined both the transmissivity
by applying guided filter. Anwar and Khosla [21] proposed
DCP based algorithm with the combination of Weighted
Least Square and High Dynamic Range methods. They first
removed fog from image by applying DCP based method
and then applied WLS based smoothing filter to preserve
the edge information. Then they applied HDR based tone
mapping to enhance color contrast of reconstructed image.
Pal et al. [22] proposed a pixel based non-local approach to
dehaze image. They estimated transmission map and true
image scene for each pixel. Reconstructed image contrast
was not good and image looks unnatural, so they applied
S-shaped tone mapping based on modified histogram to
enhance image contrast. Li and Li [23] proposed DCP based
method and observed that refinement of transmission map
needs improvement. They performed white balance to esti-
mate air light correctly and propose an improved bilateral
filer to refine transmission map. Zhu et al. [24] observed that
in DCP based method, transmission map is not correctly
estimated, and unwanted artifacts in reconstructed image can
be removed by improving the transmission map. They esti-
mated transmission map by applying energy minimization
and applied piecewise smoothing filter to refine transmission
map. Chengtao et al. [25] observed that outdoor foggy image
usually consists of two distinguished parts i.e. sky portion and
the non-sky portion and pixels intensities of both the regions
are completely different from each other. They observed that

reconstruction of fog free image without comprehensive con-
sideration of sky region results in low brightness in restored
image. They segmented out sky region from image and pro-
posed an improved dark channel prior method for both the
regions using an adaptive factor. They separately estimated
atmospheric light and transmission map for both the regions
and reconstructed two fog free images. The final fog free
image is obtained by fusing two images and the noise is
removed by applying guided filter. Jackson [26] proposed in
bright channel technique with combination of dark channel.
Bright channel is an inverse of dark channel and it is obtained
by selecting maximum intensity values from small patch of
each color channel. They selected 0.1% pixels with highest
intensity from both the channels and calculated mean value
as atmospheric light. They calculated another atmospheric
light, by selecting highest intensity value from pixel location
of dark channel and bright channel, to estimate transmission
map and refined transmissionmap by applying fast guided fil-
ter. Li and Zheng [27] observed that the image reconstructed
from DCP based method usually has bad color contrast when
transmission map is not correctly estimated or refined. To
preserve the fine gradients, they proposed globally guided
image filter (G-GIF). The filter is constructed by combining
global structure transfer filter and global edge-preserving
smoothing filter. Nair and Sankaran [28] proposed an image
defogging method using image with three color spaces RGB,
Lab and HSV. Each channel of RGB image is processed
separately and from Lab and HSV images, intensity channel
is used to calculate transmission map. The transmission map
is then refined by applying center surround filter and fog
free image is reconstructed. Color channels of Lab and HSV
color spaces are processed to overcome color distortion in
restored image. Although the above mentioned techniques
proposed improvements in image defogging in several ways,
one or the other method still suffer from issues such as
haze effect present in the image after defogging, artifacts
introduced by defogging methods, and lack of color con-
trast in the image. This paper presents an image defogging
method based on DCP with an improved transmission map.
Three transmission maps based on RGB channels and one
transmission map based on the Y channel of YCbCr color
map are computed. The mean of three transmission maps
obtained from RGB color space is obtained which is termed
as the mean transmission map. The mean transmission map
and the transmission map obtained from YCrCb color map
are refined by preserving the edge information. Two images
are reconstructed using the transmission maps. Each image
is assigned a weight and fused to reconstruct a final fog
free image. The experimental results show that the proposed
method produces better results as compared to state-of-the-
art image defogging techniques. The major contributions of
the proposed method are as follows,

1. An improved and refined DCP through edge preserva-
tion is implemented.

2. Correctly estimation of atmospheric light from dark
channel using larger patch size.
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3. Transmission maps based on RGB and YCbCr have
been employed for the reconstruction of fog free
images.

4. The proposed method enhances the quality of foggy
images and reconstructs images with better structural
detail and improved color range.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, DCP is discussed
in section 2, proposed methodology is presented in section 3,
and Section 4 presents the experimental results followed by
conclusion in section 5.

II. DARK CHANNEL PRIOR
In 1975, McCartney designed a model to represent the degra-
dation mechanism due to fog in images. This model is used
in reverse order in most of the physical methods to estimate
fog free image in foggy conditions and is given as,

I (x) = J (x) t (x)+ (1− t (x))A (1)

where I (x) represents the observed foggy image,A represents
the global atmospheric light, J (x) represents the fog-free
image and t(x) represents the transmissionmap. Transmission
map is given as,

t (x) = e−βd(x) (2)

Where β is the fog factor and d(x) represents depth in the
image. For the image taken in clear weather, β ≈ 0 and its
effect is neglected and we get I ≈ J . On the other hand, when
image is taken in foggy weather then β > 0 and it becomes
non-negligible. In (1) J (x)t(x) is the direct attenuation and
A (1− t (x)) is the atmospheric light. The image is divided
into small patches of size �. A minimum filter is applied on
local patches of the three RGB channels. Image obtained by
using this process is dark with low intensity values. Atmo-
spheric light and transmission map are required to reconstruct
the fog free image. Atmospheric light is estimated from the
Dark channel. Dark channel of an image I is calculated as:

IDark = min
C∈{R,G,B}

(
min
y∈�(x)

(
IC
))

(3)

where IC represents the intensity values of individual chan-
nels of image I , c is the color channel of RGB and IDark is
the dark channel. For the image captured in clear weather,
most of the pixels in the dark channel have intensity values
close to zero as shown in Fig. 2. When image is captured
in foggy weather then number of pixel with high intensity
values in the dark channel become significantly large which
is the main reason to use dark channel as prior information
and atmospheric light is estimated from dark channel.

The transmission map is derived from (1) by normalizing
with atmospheric light A and then applying minimum filter
on local patches of the image as derived in (4) and (5),

min
y∈�(x)

(
I (x)
A

)
= t (x) min

y∈�(x)

J (x)
A
+ 1− t (x) (4)

min
C∈{R,G,B}

(
min
y∈�(x)

(
IC (x)
AC

))
= t (x) min

C∈{R,G,B}

(
min
y∈�(x)

(
JC (x)
AC

))
+ 1− t (x) (5)

From the DCP we know that the following term in (5) is
negligible,

min
C∈{R,G,B}

(
min
y∈�(x)

(
JC (x)
AC

))
≈ 0 (6)

therefore t(x), the transmission map is given as,

t (x) = 1− min
C∈{R,G,B}

(
min
y∈�(x)

(
IC (x)
AC

))
(7)

Images reconstructed from this transmission map look unnat-
ural and artificially painted. Therefore, parameter ω in the
range between [0, 1] is used to make the defogged image
natural. The value of ω is adjusted to control the fog factor.

t (x) = 1− ω min
C∈{R,G,B}

(
min
y∈�(x)

(
IC (x)
AC

))
(8)

The above equation shows the previously proposed transmis-
sion map calculation process in the literature. After estimat-
ing A and calculating transmission map t (x), fog free image
is reconstructed as,

J (x) =
I − A
t (x)

+ A (9)

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A. IMPROVED DARK CHANNEL PRIOR
An improved Dark Channel Prior (DCP) based method to
reconstruct fog free images is proposed in this work. Fig. 3.
shows the block diagram of proposed method. DCP is calcu-
lated for two different color spaces, i.e., RGB and YCbCr.
A window size of 31 × 31 is used to apply the minimum
filter on the RGB images to obtain DCP. First, the minimum
filter is applied on the three color channels and then on the
local patch of the output image from the filtered RGB image.
A large patch size is used for this purpose because smaller
patch may yield an erroneous estimation of the atmospheric
light. DCP for the RGB color space is given as,

IDark = min
y∈�(x)

(
min

C∈{R,G,B}

(
IC
))

(10)

In our case, � = 31 for the local patch size. The proposed
method also uses DCP on the Y channel of YCbCr color
space, which is given as,

IDark−Y = min
y∈�(x)

(IY ) (11)

where IY is the Y channel of the foggy input image and
� = 31 is local patch size.
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FIGURE 2. Input images in clear weather [(a), (b), (c)] and the corresponding dark channels [(d), (e), (f)].

FIGURE 3. Block diagram of the proposed method.

B. ATMOSPHERIC LIGHT ESTIMATION
After computing the DCP from RGB and YCbCr color
spaces, the atmospheric light A and AY are estimated from
dark channels IDark and IDark−Y , respectively. The coordi-
nates of the brightest 0.1% pixels are selected and the high-
est intensity value in each RGB color channels is obtained
separately from these pixel locations. These three intensity
values from the RGB channels are taken as atmospheric light
A, hence A is a 3x1 vector where each value represents the
highest intensity value in the individual R, G, and B channel.
The same process is also repeated for IDark−Y to obtain AY .
The 0.1% brightest pixels that are used to estimate A and AY
are represented by red pixels in the images shown in Fig.4 (c)
and (d) along with their dark channels (a) and (b).

C. TRANSMISSION MAP CALCULATION
The transmission map is computed using the atmospheric
light A from the input image. Every channel of input image
is divided by its corresponding value in A to compute three
transmission channels. The mean channel for RGB color
space is computed as

t ′ (x) = 1− ω
1
3

(
3∑

C=1

(
IC

AC

))
(12)

In the next step t ′Y (x) is computed as

t ′Y (x) = 1− ω
(

IY
max (AY )

)
(13)

where t ′Y (x) is transmission map using channel Y.

D. REFINEMENT OF TRANSMISSION MAP
The transmission map is refined by preserving the informa-
tion of the gradients. First, Laplacian filter is applied on the
transmission map, and the output gradients are subtracted
from the original transmission map to remove the unwanted
noise. Afterwards, a mean filter is applied for smoothing. The
aforementioned process is applied to both the transmission
maps i.e., the mean transmission map for the RGB color
space and the transmission map for the Y channel of YCbCr
color space. The refined transmission maps are shown in
Fig.5(a) and (b), which provide significant improvement over
the previous approach.

E. RECONSTRUCTION OF FOG FREE IMAGE
After computing all the parameters, the final step is to
reconstruct the enhanced image with minimized fog effect.
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FIGURE 4. (a) Dark channel calculated by (10), (b) Dark channel calculate
by (11), (c) Indication of air light calculated by IDark with red pixels,
(d) Indication of air light calculated by IDark−Y with red pixels.

FIGURE 5. (a) Refined transmission map by (12), (b) Refined transmission
map by (13).

The image reconstruction process is given by,

J (x) =
I − A

max (t (x) , t0)
+ A (14)

JY (x) =
I − AY

max (tY (x) , t0)
+ AY (15)

Where t0 is a constant used to avoid division by very
small value. J (x) is the image reconstructed using the RGB
color space and JY (x) is the image reconstructed using
the YCrCb color space. Image reconstructed using (14) is
darker in shade as shown in Fig.6 (b) and (d) while the image
reconstructed using (15) is comparatively lighter as shown
in Fig.6(a) and (c). These two images are combined to recon-
struct fog-free image. A parameter α is used as a weight to
combine these images.

R (x) = αJ (x)+ (1− α) JY (x) (16)

where R(x) is the final reconstructed image. The value of α
is set as 0.5. Final reconstructed images along with the foggy
input images are shown in Fig.7(b), (d) and (f).

FIGURE 6. (a)(c) Image reconstructed by (15), (b)(d) Image reconstructed
by (14).

FIGURE 7. (a)(c)(e) Input foggy images, (b)(d)(f) Reconstructed images
respectively.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments are performed on a variety of images and
the results are compared with five state-of-the-art exist-
ing image defogging algorithms, i.e., Tan [3], He et al. [4],
Caraffa and Tarel [29], Fattal [30], and Wang and Fan [31].
We performed quantitative and qualitative analysis on two
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types of images which include images with smooth depth
and the other with cluttered depth [31]. Images with bright
objects such as buildings, clouds, cars and small sky region
may cause wrong estimation of atmospheric light and may
lead to wrong estimation of depth. Such images are clas-
sified as smooth depth image category. In contrast, images
with small foreground objects such as leaves and decoration
pieces introduce discontinuities in foreground objects that
produces complex depth. Therefore, such images are cat-
egorized as cluttered depth images. Different authors used
different parameters to evaluate their results, some common
parameters are SSIM and FE. Structural similarity (SSIM),
fog effect (FE), degradation score (DS) and anisotropic qual-
ity index (AQI) are calculated to compare our results with
other image defogging algorithms.

FogEffect = 10 · log10

(
MAX2

MSE

)
(17)

where MAX represents maximum possible value of input
image andMSE is Mean Square Error. It is given as,

MSE =
1
mn

m−1∑
i=0

n−1∑
j=0

[I (i, j)− K (i, j)]2 (18)

where I is input foggy image, K is fog free reconstructed
image, m× n is size of the image [32].

SSIM (x, y) =

(
2µxµy + c1

) (
2σxy + c2

)(
µ2
x + µ

2
y + c1

) (
σ 2
x + σ

2
y + c2

) (19)

where x and y are two windows of common size, µx , and µy
are mean of windows while σ 2

x and σ 2
y are their variances,

σxy is covariance, c1 and c2 are constants. A reference image
is required to calculate SSIM and Fog Effect, as there is no
ground truth image available for these foggy images there-
fore we used foggy image as reference image to calculate
Fog Effect and SSIM as in [31]. Lower value of SSIM and
Fog Effect implies that reconstructed image is different from
foggy image with a greater margin. We would like to elabo-
rate that, SSIM and FE only show that reconstructed image
is different from foggy image, but it does not mean that if
an image is different from foggy image then it should be the
finest image. These parameters have been mostly used by
Riaz et al. [8], He et al. [18], andWang and Fan [31] to eval-
uate their performance therefore a comparison was necessary
with the proposed algorithm. AQI is a non-reference state-
of-the-art method to compute image quality. Unlike other
measures no reference image is required to compute AQI.
Higher the value of AQI means better the quality of image.
The model used to assess the degradation score has an output
ranging from 0 to 100. The value of 0 signifies a pristine
image and a value of 100 signifies a most distorted image.
There are some other parameters, such as, sharpness, contrast
and naturalness, which may also be used for the evaluation
of defogging algorithms. El Khoury et al. [33] proposed a
metric to evaluate the colors of an image, and Gu et al. [34]
proposed a non-reference parameter for the evaluation of

FIGURE 8. (a) Synthetic foggy image, (b) Refined transmission map
by (13), (c) Refined transmission map by (12).

FIGURE 9. (a) Input foggy image (b) Transmission map calculated by DCP
with patch 19 (c) Transmission map calculated by Wang’s method [31]
(d) Reconstructed image by DCP (e) Reconstructed image by Wang’s
method (f) Reconstructed image by proposed method (g) Transmission
map calculated by proposed method (12) (h) Transmission map calculated
by proposed method (13).

sharpness. Two other non-reference parameters are also used
in literature including Image Quality Assessment (IQA) [35]
for the evaluation of color contrast based on informationmax-
imization, and Blind Image Quality Assessment (BIQA) [36]
using brain theory based on free energy to evaluate image
naturalness. Min et al. also proposed two different algo-
rithms to calculate BIQA [37] and Blind Quality Assessment
(BQA) [38]. BIQA is based on distortion aggravation levels
and BQA is based on Pseudo Reference Image (PRI).

A. EDGE-PRESERVED DEPTH FUSION
The transmission map is refined with edge preservation
which results in better reconstruction of fog free image.
Fig.8 shows edge preserved refined transmission map of two
albedos synthetic images. Transmission map calculated by
DCP using patch size 19 is shown in Fig.9 (b). Transmission
maps calculated by Wang’s method is shown in Fig.9 (c)
and two transmission maps calculated by proposed method
are shown in Fig.9 (g) and (h). Images defogged by state-
of-the-art methods and proposed method are shown in
Fig.9 (d), (e) and (f). Foggy image of Taipei downtown is an
example of smooth depth. Wang and Fan [31] observed halo
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FIGURE 10. (a) Input foggy image (b) Transmission map calculated by
He’s method, (c) Transmission map calculated by Fattal’s method,
(d) Transmission map calculated by Wang’s method (e) Transmission map
calculated by proposed method (13), (f) Transmission map calculated by
proposed method (12).

effects in image reconstructed by DCP based method as seen
in Fig. 9 (d) and tried to remove these effects, but a few halo
effects can still be seen in sky area of image reconstructed
by his method as shown in Fig. 9 (e). Halo effects were also
present in image reconstructed by Tan [3] and He et al. [4].
The image reconstructed by proposed method is shown in
Fig.9 (f). It can be seen that the proposed method removes
the halo effects.

Fig.10 (a) with leaves in foreground is an example of
cluttered-depth. Fig.10 (b) shows transmission map calcu-
lated by He’s method, Fig.10 (c) is the outcome by Fattal’s
method while Fig.10 (d) shows the result by Wang’s method.
Fig.10 (e-f) shows transmission maps calculated by proposed
method. It can be seen that the transmission maps of the
proposed method show more detail information as compared
to other methods.

Fig.11 (a) is also an example of cluttered depth because
of the leaves in the foreground. Fig.11 (b) shows the trans-
mission map refined by guided filter and Fig.11 (c) shows
corresponding reconstructed image. Fig.11 (d) and Fig.11 (e)
show the transmission maps refined by proposed method
and Fig.11 (f) shows the corresponding image reconstruc-
tions. It can be observed that the proposed method accurately
estimates depth information from smooth depth as well as
cluttered depth images and generates defogged images visu-
ally more appealing as compared to other methods.

FIGURE 11. (a) Input foggy image (b) Transmission map refined by guided
filter (c) Image reconstructed by using (b), (d) Refined transmission map
calculated by proposed method (13), (e) Refined transmission map
calculated by proposed method (12) (f) Reconstructed image by proposed
method.

B. DEFOGGING ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
Images reconstructed by proposed methodology are com-
pared with the images reconstructed by existing image defog-
ging methods. Structural similarity (SSIM), fog effect (FE),
anisotropic quality index (AQI), and degradation score (DS)
are computed to compare results for smooth and clutter depth
images.

Example of a smooth depth image is covered in Fig.12 and
Fig.13, which show images defogged by several state-of-
the-art algorithms and the proposed. Similarly, case of clut-
ter depth image is shown in Fig.14 which also provides a
promising comparison of several different algorithms and
the proposed approach. In all the images our methodology
outperforms existing image defogging techniques to produce
favorable outcome.

Performance measurement for these images in terms of
SSIM, FE, AQI and DS are shown in Table 1. The proposed
method computes images with lowest SSIM and lowest Fog
Effect indicating that the defogged images obtained through
the proposed method are different from the reference foggy
images with greater margin. While the highest value of AQI
and lowest value of DS indicates that proposed method
has reconstructed image with improved quality and less
degradation.

Fig.12 (a) is an example of smooth depth image. Since
the image is a long distance capture, small sky region is also
visible and no foreground object is present in the scene hence
it is classified as smooth depth image. Fig.12 (b)-(g) show
defogged images obtained by different methods including
ours. Image defogged by Fattal’s i.e., Fig.12 (b) has a washed
out effect. Fig.12 (c) is defogged image result by He’s method
and is generally blurred and objects that are farther appear
darker. Tan’s method in Fig.12 (d) appears to have poor color
contrast. Similarly, Tarel’s method in Fig. 12 (e) and Wang’s
approach in Fig. 12 (f) appear with clustered and degraded
contrast respectively. In contrast, image defogged by the pro-
posed method as shown in Fig.12 (g) is sharp where objects
near and farther away from camera are equally defogged.
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TABLE 1. Performance evaluation.

FIGURE 12. (a) Input foggy image, reconstructed image by (b) Fattal (c) He (d) Tan (e) Tarel (f) Wang and (g) Proposed method.

Fig.13 (a) is classified as smooth depth, due to pres-
ence of, white clouds and white stones on mountain and
absence of foreground objects together with suddenly chang-
ing intensities. Image defogged by Fattal’s method is shown
in Fig.13 (b) in which fog is still present. Fig.13 (c) shows
image defogged by He’s method which is blurred and
clouds in sky are completely white. Fig.13 (d) shows image
defogged by Tan’s method where circular artifacts are seen
in sky region. Image defogged by Tarel’s method is shown
in Fig.13 (e), once again artifacts and fog can be seen in their

defogged image. Fig.13 (f) shows image defogged byWang’s
method has some artifacts on edge of mountain. Fig.13 (g)
is image defogged by proposed method. It can be seen that
image contrast is improved, sky region of image is also good
in contrast with no artifacts.

Fig.14 (a) is categorized as clutter depth image, because
we can see trees, branches and stems that have high fre-
quency detail information. Fig.14 (b) shows image defogged
by Fattal’s method which is bad in contrast. Similarly, image
defogged by He’s method in Fig.14 (c) appears hazy although
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FIGURE 13. (a) Input foggy image, reconstructed image by (b) Fattal (c) He (d) Tan (e) Tarel (f) Wang and (g) Proposed method.

FIGURE 14. (a) Input foggy image, reconstructed image by (b) Fattal (c) He (d) Tan (e) Tarel (f) Wang and (g) Proposed method.

fog factor is removed to some extent. The result acquired
through Tan’s, Tarel’s and Wang’s method are also not suc-
cessful in removing fog completely. Here, our method again
out-performs the rest to produce visually appealing images.

Although image defogging itself is a challenging task, but
for images which covers a large sky area, it becomes even
more challenging task to defog them due to presence of
sun or clouds. Block artifacts becomes more prominent in
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FIGURE 15. (a) Input foggy image, reconstructed image by (b) Fattal (c) He (d) Tan (e) Tarel (f) Wang and (g) Proposed method.

sky regions. As already discussed in section 1 [9], [10] dif-
ferent algorithms are proposed to calculate transmission map
for sky regions and non-sky regions.

Clouds are present in images with sky region as shown
in Fig. 13. The zoomed in version of these images are shown
in Fig. 15. Clouds and the area surrounding the clouds is
best reconstructed by the proposed method as compared to
previously proposed methods as shown in Fig. 15 (g). Images
shown in Fig.15 (b)-(f) are reconstructed by previously pro-
posed method.

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, image defogging method has been proposed
based on the dark channel prior (DCP). Existing state-of-
the-art image defogging methods using DCP fail to show
optimal performance for the task of image defogging. Their
results are either low in contrast or compromised by artifacts.
We have proposed a newmethod to calculate the transmission
map and utilized a Laplacian filter to refine the transmission
map. Experimental results show that the proposed method
estimates fog more accurately and the reconstructed images
have better color contrast. Halo effects and thin fog layer
which can be seen in defogged images of other methods
are removed using the proposed method. Furthermore, Fog
Effect, SSIM, DS and AQI values show that the images
reconstructed by proposed method exhibit higher perceptual
quality as compared to existing image defogging methods. In
future our proposed method can be improved to reconstruct
fog free image from dense foggy image also algorithm can be
optimized to reconstruct fog free image on run time.
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